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ABSTRACT : 
 
The stringent power budget of fine grained power managed digital integrated circuits have driven chip 
designers to optimize power at the cost of area and delay, which were the traditional cost criteria for 
circuit optimization. The emerging scenario motivates us to revisit the classical operator scheduling 
problem under the availability of DVFS enabled functional units that can trade-off cycles with power. We 
study the design space defined due to this trade-off and present a branch-and-bound(B/B) algorithm to 
explore this state space and report the pareto-optimal front with respect to area and power. The scheduling 
also aims at maximum resource sharing and is able to attain sufficient area and power gains for complex 
benchmarks when timing constraints are relaxed by sufficient amount. Experimental results show that the 
algorithm that operates without any user constraint(area/power) is able to solve the  problem for most 
available benchmarks, and the  use of power budget or area budget constraints leads to significant 
performance gain. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The operator scheduling problem [12] is at the heart of every synthesis tool for digital integrated 
circuits. Given a data flow graph (DFG), where nodes represent operations and edges represent 
precedences between operations, the traditional goal of the operator scheduling problem has been 
to schedule the operations along clock cycles  so as to minimize  the  total number of cycles 
(representing delay) and the total number of resources (representing area). There exists a 
significant body of literature which addresses this optimization problem [1, 2, 3, 12]. Another  
closely related  problem is to  determine  the scheduling and binding for control and data flow 
intensive applications, also alternatively know as CDFG. Reducing the power requirement for 
CDFG has also been an important area of research [18, 19, 20, 21]. However in this paper we 
restrict our focus to DFG only and investigate the low-power scheduling of data-flow intensive 
applications under the availability of fine-grained power managed digital circuits under multiple 
user constraints. 
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Over the last decade, power has become a major optimization criterion in all levels of circuit 
design, ranging from architectural level power management of large power domains to transistor 
level power management techniques like resizing and adaptive body biasing. While coarse 
grained power management at the level of architectural power domains (like processor cores and 
memory banks) has become ubiquitous, the use of fine grained power management at the level of 
individual functional units is a more recent phenomenon. Early work in this area centered around 
the use of multiple implementations of a given type of functional unit, each of which has the same 
functionality, but works on a specific voltage (Vdd)  and requires a specific number of cycles. 
The operator scheduling problem under such Multi-Vdd resources as shown in Figure 1.1B has 
been studied in [4, 9, 10, 11]. These methods demonstrated the trade-off between area and power 
in the context of operator scheduling. Previous works  [9, 10, 11] addressed low power 
scheduling of data-flow inten- sive circuits such as DSPs, which aims at maximum parallelism of 
operations. ILP based methods are explored in [14] where the objective was to minimize a scalar 
cost function comprising area, power  and latency parameters. How- ever ILP based method often 
suffer from scalability issues, thereby making this technique inapplicable in the context of 
industrial size circuits. Several heuristic  methods,  such  as those based on genetic  algorithm   
[15] produce near-optimal  results  in a reasonable  CPU time.  A game theory-based  ap- proach 
is presented  in [17], which has considerable CPU running time  for large VLSI  systems. 
Traditionally resource and latency  has been the  most important optimization objectives. Existing 
scheduling techniques typically work with a single user constraint on one objective and try to 
optimize the other objective as much as possible. 
 
Several advanced design techniques have been adopted for the implemen- tation of low power 
systems. All these techniques require additional hardware and software support for proper 
management of system power. Different de- sign abstraction levels incorporate different 
strategies for managing power. Typically, the power management can be done at system level, 
architecture, gate, circuit and the transistor level. All these design levels use some form of fine-
grain or coarse-grain strategies of managing power, the simplest form of which involves turning 
off unused components of the chip when it is not func- tional or using lower operating voltage to 
perform non-critical operations. This requires additional  power managed circuitry  to  ensure  
proper power- down of individual power domains as well as using multiple voltage/frequency 
pairs to implement low power designs. 
 
As static power continues to rise due to the down-scaling trend of CMOS technology, fine-
grained power management will have increasing significance in digital circuit design. More 
recently, fine-grained dynamic voltage scaling (FGDVS) technology is used to enable a single 
functional unit to work with different voltages and in correspondingly different number of cycles. 
It has been shown in [5, 6] that the use of DVS enabled resources reduces the area as compared to 
Multi-Vdd approaches. The authors of [5] demonstrate this gain, but do not present any algorithm 
for developing optimal schedules for operator graphs with such FGDVS enabled resources. 
 
In our recent work [16], the classical operator scheduling problem during high level synthesis is 
revisited in the context of FGDVS enabled resources. We  proposed  a least  cost  branch and 
bound based bi-objective  scheduling algorithm where resource, power are the non-commensurate 
objectives. Our algorithm works with an inherent strict latency constraint (equal to the length of 
the critical path), and additionally takes area or power budget as another constraint. The branch-
and- bound formulation always guarantees to gener- ate the pareto-optimal solution for the given 
data-flow intensive applications under  the  presence  of these  multiple  bounds.  We  also 
explored  the  extensions of the traditional list-based algorithm to handle different area or power 
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budgets under a given latency constraint. It is observed that the algorithm fails to generate a 
solution in most cases due to multiple bounds. Moreover it fails to present the trade-off between 
area and power. A branch-and-bound formulation addresses  this  limitation  and finds  the  
solutions  lying on the pareto-optimal front with respect to area and power. Since the problem is 
an instance of bi-objective optimization problem, the pruning-criterion is based on dominance, 
that is, a potential solution is discarded when it has exceeded all the criterion which are area and 
power of some previous solution. 
 
In this  work, we propose an extension to our existing  approach and augment delay as another 
objective parameter along with area and power in the pareto-optimal solution frontier.The 
addition of the third dimension(area, power, delay) increases the solution space of the problem 
and hence the problem reduces to an instance of the multi-objective optimization problem. Again, 
the  increase in delay has huge impact on the solution frontier comprising area and power. In this 
paper, we proposed a least cost branch and bound based multi-objective  scheduling  and binding 
algorithm where resource, power and delay are the non-commensurate objectives. 
 
We present results on standard data-flow intensive benchmarks from DSP domain. Experimental 
results reveal that the algorithm is able to report the solutions  on the  pareto-optimal  front  
within feasible limits  of time,  which is adequate for practical purposes, since operator 
scheduling is likely to be done only once in a given design. In this variant of the operator 
scheduling problem, it is extremely hard to predict the trade-off between the area and power. 
Therefore systematic traversal of the state space can yield the non- dominated solutions in 
sequences which may be non-monotonic with respect to both criteria. In such state spaces, 
constraints on one or more dimensions typically prove to be very useful in pruning the state 
space. 
 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 discusses the FGVDS framework. Section 1.3 
presents an example motivating the problem of operator scheduling with FGDVS  enabled 
resources. Section 1.4 presents the  definitions. Section 1.5 formally defines the problem.Section 
1.6 presents the overhead of FGDVS architecture. Section  1.7 presents the  list-based algorithm 
and branch-and-bound algorithm. Section 1.8 demonstrates the experimental results on high-level 
synthesis benchmarks. Section 1.9 presents our conclusions on the proposed approach. 
  
 
Fig. 1.1  CMOS architectures 
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2. FINE - GRAINED DVS FRAMEWORK 
 
Figure 1.1C and Figure 1.1D shows FGDVS  enabled resources that  implements  DVS  with 
local header  switches  that  are inserted  down to  the  sub- block level.  The  fine-grained  header  
switches  add temporal  granularity  to switch between different processing rates and enables a 
functional unit to be reused with a different operating voltage, instead of permanent assignment 
of voltage to components as done in Multi-Vdd enabled functional units. This architecture 
combines the benefits of Multi-Vdd, fine-grained header switches and dynamic voltage scaling to 
achieve a wide range of processing rates as well as maximum energy savings. 
 
FGDVS architecture is most beneficial for systems that implement time- wise mutually exclusive 
functions on the same hardware. The benefits also increase for DFGs with heterogeneous 
operations compared to Multi-Vdd where different functions have to be implemented with 
different components at each voltage level. When the available slack is sufficient enough such 
that it allows heavy energy consumer operations of the DFG to be scheduled at lower voltages, 
then fine-grained DVS helps to achieve sufficient gain both in terms of area and power 
parameters. 
 
The fine-grained power management architecture is suitable for mitigating the increase in energy 
loss due to leakage. The functional modules that are unused during execution of a given DFG 
consume leakage energy for single-Vdd and Multi-Vdd approach but FGDVS architecture with 
component-level header switches could switch-off unused components using power gates lead- 
ing to minimal leakage during standby or sleep mode. Further, using FGDVS, the total number of 
resource instances of each type required to  schedule a operator graph is often  less than  the  
other  two approaches, which in turn reduces leakage power as discussed in Section 1.4.1 as well 
as makes it more area efficient despite the presence of additional supply rails. 
 
3. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE 
 
Figure 1.2A presents a simple data flow graph (DFG) and the corresponding three different 
schedules, B,C and D. All three schedules complete within the critical time of 5 control steps, 
where each control step (c-step) corresponds to  one clock cycle. We  are  given  resources  that  
operate  at  three  different voltages,  1.0V, 0.78V, 0.68V and requires  1 cycle, 2 cycles, and 3 
cycles respectively. Schedule B uses the Single-Vdd approach where each resource can operate 
only at a fixed voltage (1V) and hence requires the maximum power. Schedule D uses two 
multipliers when static multi-Vdd multipliers of 1V and 0.78V are used. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.2  DFG and its corresponding Schedules 
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Table 1.1  Non-dominated (area, power) tuples for the DFG in Figure 1.2A 
 
On the other hand only one DVS  enabled multiplier  suffices for all the multiplication operations 
of Schedule D thereby reducing area without com- promising power as compared to the static 
Multi-Vdd approach. Schedule C requires three multipliers for static Multi-Vdd approach (each 
operating at different voltages)  compared to  two  multipliers  required  using  fine-grained DVS 
architecture. This happens because FGDVS allows time-wise mutually exclusive functions to be 
scheduled on the same hardware thereby reducing area and in turn leakage power,but  
contributing  to  Vdd-Switching  power since in both schedule C and D, a multiplier operating at 
1.0V is reused by switching it to 0.78V in consecutive control steps as shown in Table 1.1. The 
table also shows the  non-dominated solutions  for the  Multi-Vdd and DVS approaches. For the 
classical single-Vdd approach, only one solution, namely the one which minimizes area is 
reported. 
 
4. DEFINITIONS 
 
A data flow graph  (DFG),  G = (V, E), is a directed  acyclic graph, where every node vi  ∈ V 
represents an operation and an edge e ∈ E from node vi to vj  represents the precedence constraint 
between vi  and vj . 
 
The mobility  of a node vi  is the difference between its as late as possible (ALAP) schedule time 
and its as soon as possible  (ASAP) schedule time [3,12]. The ASAP and ALAP  times are 
computed assuming that the latency is equal to the length of the critical path. 
 
A schedule s is a mapping from the nodes to a pair denoted by :: (allocation time,  duration). 
Allocation time is the control step in which a node is scheduled. Duration  of a node is defined  as 
the  number  of control steps that can be allocated to a node such that this value never exceeds the 
difference between  the  ALAP  time  and present  allocation  time  of a node. The  choice of 
duration  of an operation reflects  the  choice of the  operating voltage of the resource and that 
choice may be restricted by the mentioned difference between the ALAP time and present 
allocation time of a node. The cost of a schedule s, denoted by Cost(s),  is expressed in terms of 
the  pair (area, power, time). 
 
Cost c1 = (a1 , p1) dominates cost c2 = (a2 , p2), denoted by c1 ≺ c2, iff : (a) a1 ≤ a2 and p1 ≤ p2 , and 
(b) a1 < a2 or p1 < p2. 
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A multi-objective optimization problem aims at searching for solutions where attempt to improve 
an objective further, degrades the quality of other objectives. Such tentative solution is called 
non-dominated, Pareto optimal, or Pareto efficient. The goal of a multi-objective optimization 
problem is to find such non-dominated solutions, and quantifying the trade-offs in satisfying the 
different objectives. 
 
4.1 POWER MODEL 
 
There are three  major sources of power consumption for fine-grained DVS enabled functional 
modules:: 
 
A.  Dynamic  Power  :: The  dynamic power consumed by a functional module is given  by:  
Pdyn = α.V2dd .Cload .fswitch , where  α is the  switching activity, Cload is the load capacitance and 
fswitch is the activity of the module. The product term Cload .fswitch  in the dynamic power equation 
assumed to be  constant  for each  functional  module following previous  literature  [10]. This 
assumption is used in high-level synthesis because the values of these parameters  are  not  known 
at  this  stage  of synthesis  and depends  on the interconnection pattern, placement of the operator 
in the data-path, and the input sequence. 
 
B. Leakage  Power  :: The  sub-threshold leakage power is given by [8]:  
Plkg  = Ae(Vgs −Vth −Vof f )/mVT (1 − e−Vds /VT ).Vdd , the fine-grained DVS architecture uses PMOS  
power switches, or headers that uses a small set of discrete voltage and frequency pairs to connect 
to the DVS functional modules and approximate a broad range of energy/performance points. 
During oper- ator scheduling, when a device is not used in a particular control step, then it is 
power-gated with a transistor of high threshold voltage. Thus, header switches allow systems to 
switch-off leakage current when a circuit block is not used. In contrast, leakage power is 
significant in Multi-Vdd architecture since it has larger resource requirement  compared to  
FGDVS  where  fewer components are active at any time for the same schedule of the DFG. 
 
C. Vdd-Switching Power :: Further, the local DVS achieves fine-grained power control by 
dithering the header switch on or off and allows a circuit to switch between different Vdd’s, 
which contributes to Vdd-Switching Power. The Vdd-Switching power is given by [6]:  
Pswitch  = (Iddh Vddh + IddlVddl)/2 − Pdyn, where Pdyn is the dynamic power, Iddh , Iddl   is the  average  
current  through  the  high (Vddh ) and low voltage(Vddl) respectively. The algorithm computes an 
overestimate of the switching power by accounting switching for all possible scenarios except 
when for the current time cycle and for a particular operation there is a free resource which was 
allocated earlier with the same duration. Thus, the algorithm considers the Vdd-switching power 
that comes from changing the supply voltage. It has been shown in  [6] that smaller header 
switches has lower voltage switching overhead but higher voltage switching delay. 
 
With this assumption, the power dimensions considering the dynamic, leakage and Vdd-Switching 
power, and the voltage and delay parameters in our optimization  problem has been borrowed  
from [6] and the  total  power of a schedule is computed by the equation: L (Pdyn + Plkg  + Pswitch ) 
over all modules along all control steps. These power numbers has been obtained for 90 nm 
CMOS technology.  Our algorithms  are  generic  and can work with power numbers from other 
technologies as well. 
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5. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 
Given  a data-flow  graph, a latency  bound, and an area  or power budget, our objective  is to  
generate pareto-optimal schedule of (area, power, time) tuples satisfying these constraints using 
fine-grained DVS enabled functional modules. It may be noted  that  throughout  this  paper we 
assume strict  or relaxed timing constraints to perform the scheduling operations. The strict 
timing  constraint  is such that  that  the  length  of all schedules are  within the number of cycles 
in the critical path of the DFG, and in such case the mobility of the critical path operations are 
zero. In other words, the scope of the optimization is limited to choosing the appropriate 
resources for the operations on both critical and non-critical paths and scheduling them within the 
given timing bounds. 
 
In the classical operator scheduling problem, the possible number of choices for scheduling an 
operation is upper bounded by its mobility. The product of the  mobilities  of all the  critical  and 
non-critical  operations  is an upper bound on the  state  space of the  operator  scheduling  
problem, though  the actual state space is smaller, since scheduling one operation can reduce the 
mobility of many others. 
 
In the case of scheduling with static Multi-Vdd resources, the choice of the operating voltage (and 
consequently the number of cycles) for each operation is another variable. Hence the state space 
of the operator scheduling problem is multiplied by this factor. The situation is similar for 
scheduling with DVS enabled resources, except that the reuse of resources entails a different 
function  for computing  the  area. Nevertheless, the  state  spaces of the  two problems (with 
Multi-Vdd and DVS) have similar structure and a branch- and-bound on one can be used to 
traverse the other as well. We now present a branch-and-bound and a list-based algorithm for this 
problem. 
 
Further, the impact of strict timing constraint and relaxed timing constraint is studied in this paper 
for schedules generated using fine-grained DVS architectures. More the relaxation of timing 
bound, larger the increase in the state space of the problem and it takes more time for the B/B 
formulation to traverse the solution space and generate the pareto-optimal frontier. But the 
advantage of relaxing the timing constraint is that the power consumption values may decrease at 
the same rate due to availability of slack during scheduling. 
 
6. OVERHEAD OF FGDVS ARCHITECTURE 
 
The main overheads of FGDVS that influence scheduling algorithms on this architecture are Vdd-
Switching Power and Vdd-Switching delay. When a volt- age switch occurs, the time required to 
charge or discharge gates of header switches results in Switching delay and the amount of charge 
delivered to the switches and virtual rails results in Switching energy overhead. The scheduling 
decision is made such that the power required to  schedule an operation of a DFG at low voltage 
plus the Vdd-Switching power for switching the unit down and up again must be less than the 
power consumed for execution of that operation at highest voltage. The availability of DVS 
enabled functional units have a significant impact on the size of the state space for the operator 
scheduling problem. The area overhead of this architecture comes from additional header 
switches, and level converters. It has been shown in [5, 6] that both of these overheads are 
proportional to the size of the header switches. 
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7. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS 
 
Our proposed algorithms always work with a strict or relaxed latency con- straint. Additionally, it 
takes an user constraint such as area or power bud- get. In this paper, we propose the following 
algorithms : 1) An extension of traditional List-based scheduling algorithm with the  ability to 
handle area or power budgets, under the given latency constraint and 2) A Branch and 
Bound(B/B) formulation for exploring the pareto-optimal front. 
 
We also study a variation of the B/B algorithm to handle different area or power budgets under 
the given latency constraint. A simple B/B formulation with only latency constraint and no user 
constraint, is also implemented with different types of functional units such as :: 
 
1) Single-Vdd, 2) Multi-Vdd, 3) Fine-grained DVS and a comparative study is presented. 
 
7.1 A LIST-BASED ALGORITHM 
 
List  scheduling  is one of the most  popular scheduling  strategies  under  resource constraints. 
We extended the traditional version of the algorithm to work with a strict latency bound, that is 
when the timing constraint is equal to the length  of the  critical  path.  The  list  of ready nodes to  
be scheduled in the  present  time  step  is assigned to  its  available duration  values based on 
some priority in order to satisfy the given area budget as well as the latency bound. However, the 
List scheduling algorithm in absence of resource constraint behaves similar to ASAP scheduling. 
In this case, the algorithm works with a latency bound and different power budgets as an user 
constraint. The nodes in the critical path have zero mobility and are already scheduled in their 
corresponding time-step. The algorithm operates on a topologically ordered list, L, of non-critical 
nodes. For every node, vi , in the list, the algorithm computes the corresponding allocation time 
and the available duration. 
 
An operation in the ready list is allocated either its maximum or minimum available duration 
(which are the two different priority functions) such that the given constraints are satisfied. A 
node belonging to a non-critical path is chosen only after scheduling every parent of that node. 
However, due to the presence of multiple user constraints, the algorithm may fail to generate any 
schedule for a DFG under different area or power budgets, as shown in Table 1.2, 1.3. 
 
7.2 PROPOSED BRANCH AND BOUND ALGORITHM 
 
Our proposed algorithm uses branch-and-bound using  the dominance relation to compute 
the  pareto-optimal  frontier  of  schedules  in terms  of the area and power attributes. The 
algorithm  maintains the  set o f  non-dominated  schedules  found  so  far  and prunes the 
search  path  whenever  the  partial  solution is dominated by some previous solution. We 
present  different  versions  of  branch-and-bound,  all  of  which  has  an inherent latency 
bound. 
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The algorithm uses an optional user constraint, power budget constraint, P or an area budget 
constraint, A and finds all pareto-optimal solutions satisfying the given power budget, area 
budget respectively. Another version of B/B algorithm that runs without any user constraints 
generates entire pareto-optimal schedules for a given data-flow graph. The authors of [7] also 
show the existence of the pareto-optimal frontier, but no algorithm was presented to generate the 
front. 
 
We use the proposed approach to generate the pareto-optimal schedules for both DVS and Multi-
Vdd approaches by applying appropriate functions for computing the cost of the schedule. Since 
the cost function is used only for pruning purposes, our approach serves as a general framework 
for exploring the set of non-dominated schedules for a wide variety of cost functions. 
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Given  a DFG, our algorithm  first  computes  the  ASAP,  ALAP  and the mobility values for all 
nodes in the graph under the given timing constraint. A topologically  ordered list,  L,  of non-
critical nodes is used to  implement the branch-and-bound  search. The search is done recursively 
by computing all possible allocation times  and duration  times  for every node, vi , in the list of 
critical and non-critical nodes, L, and then recursively scheduling the remaining nodes in L for 
every allocation time and duration of vi . The search (Procedure  ScheduleBB)  schedules the  
nodes (by assigning the  allocation time and duration) in the topological order. Therefore, a node 
in the graph is chosen only after scheduling every parent of that node. 
 
Procedure BoundExceeded  handles the decision of pruning depending on the  cost  of the  partial  
schedule  generated  so  far. If the  cost  tuple  of the partial schedule is dominated by any 
previous solution, or if the input area or power constraint is violated, then that branch is pruned 
and the alternative assignments of allocation time  and duration of the previous node in L are 
tried. The BoundExceeded function uses a small heuristic that prunes a partial  schedule when  
the  corresponding  area  or power value  exceeds  the given budget B. 
 
For  generating  the  schedules  with  FGDVS  and  Multi-Vdd  approaches, different cost 
functions are used in the BoundExceeded function. The estimated area for DVS approach is  
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computed  by  summing  up the maximum number of resources of each type used over all  time-
steps.  For  the  Multi-Vdd  approach,  for  each  resource  type  we  need  to  distinguish  between  
the  instances  using different operating voltages and count the number of resources accordingly. 
 
It is important to note that during the running of the algorithm, a solution in L may become 
dominated by a new solution and may therefore have to be removed from L. This check is 
performed by the procedure, UpdateScheduleList. 
 
An important  observation is that  the  order of exercising the  scheduling choices does not 
guarantee that successive solutions will be monotonic in area or power. This means that until the 
algorithm terminates we cannot claim that any of the solutions in L actually belong to the pareto-
optimal front. The consequence of this observation is that the search must run to completion 
should we wish to guarantee that any chosen solution is non-dominated. 
 
7.3 PROOF OF CORRECTNESS 
 
Theorem 1. For a given power constraint P , every pareto-optimal schedule s having power 
number less than or equal to P , is generated by Algorithm 1. Proof. Suppose Algorithm 1 is run 
on a precedence constrained DFG, G = (V, E), with a power constraint P . For the purpose of 
contradiction, let us assume that  there  exists  a pareto-optimal solution,  s, with cost c = (a, p) 
and p < P , such that s is not generated by Algorithm 1. 
 
For each vi  ∈ V , the schedule s assigns an allocation time and a duration to vi . Since a tight 
timing constraint is used, i.e., latency being equal to critical path length, the nodes in the critical 
path have a fixed allocation time and duration  for all schedules. Also consider the  fact  that  
every node, vi , in a non-critical path of G, must satisfy the mobility condition, which states that 
(a) start time of vi , α(vi ) ≥ ASAP value of vi , and (b) α(vi ) + δ ≤ ALAP value of vi , where δ is 
the assigned duration of vi  in s. 
 
From the description of Algorithm 1 it follows that 
 
1. Algorithm 1 schedules the non-critical nodes in topological order. Therefore, a node belonging  
to  a non-critical  path  is scheduled after  scheduling every parent of that node. 
2. Procedure ScheduleBB explores all possible values of allocation time and duration for a non-
critical node, for a particular assignment of allocation time and duration of its parent nodes 
3. Function  BoundExceeded  prunes a branch when (a) either  the  cost  of current partial 
schedule exceeds the given power budget, or (b) there exists a solution which is already generated 
and has a cost that dominates the cost of the current partial schedule. 
 
Consider the solutions to which the pruning condition is not applicable. The schedule 
corresponding to the critical nodes is fixed and the schedule for the non-critical node will satisfy 
the mobility condition. Therefore these schedules will be generated by Algorithm 1. Since the 
pruning condition is not applicable to solution s, the assignment of allocation time and duration 
will also be explored by Algorithm 1 – a contradiction which proves the statement of Theorem 1. 
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8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 
For our experimentation, we run our algorithms on a set of high-level synthe- sis benchmark 
circuits [13] from the Digital Signal Processing (DSP) domain. Following the set up in [5, 6], we 
consider functional units operating in three supply voltages, namely, 1.0V, 0.78V and 0.68V. It is 
worth noting that the additional  level  shifters  required  for approaches that  use multiple  
voltages do not incur a significant overhead [10]. The power, time values in the result section are 
in milliWatt(mW), seconds respectively. The experimentation has been carried out on a 3.00 GHz 
Intel Core 2 Duo machine with 4 GB RAM. 
 
 
Table 1.2  Results demonstrating the working of B/B and Extended List-based Approach under 
different Area Budgets and strict timing constraint 
 
Table 1.2 shows that List-scheduling fails to find a solution for most bench- marks when an 
operation is extracted out of the ready list and is assigned in its highest available duration value as 
shown in Column 3 (priority 1). We use φ to denote the entries corresponding to the cases for 
which no solutions could be found for the given budget (the  runtime is highlighted using ‘∗’). 
However, when operations in the ready list are assigned with their minimum. 
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Table 1.3 Results demonstrating the working of B/B and Extended List-based Approach under 
different Power Budgets and strict timing constraint 
 
 
 
Table  1.4  Pareto-Optimal  (Area, P ower) frontier  for  different  DSP benchmarks  using simple 
B/B approach under strict timing constraint available duration, then List scheduling generates 
solution for most bench- marks. Column 5 (Priority 2) of Table 1.2 demonstrates that the 
algorithm generates a solution within the given area budget, but there is no improvement in 
corresponding power numbers even for schedule with different area budgets. This happens due to 
greedy way of assigning priority to the nodes in the ready list and scheduling them within a 
latency bound. This warrants exhaustively  searching  the  state  space  of the  data-flow  graph to  
generate schedule with better  area, power values within feasible limits  of time.  Our Branch and 
Bound formulation(B/B) always guarantees to  terminate with a solution  given  a area  budget.  
Column 7 reports  the  first  solution  under different area budgets. The first solution obtained is 
not necessarily a non- dominated one, and one needs to run the algorithm to completion in order 
to find non-dominated solutions under the area budget. The value of the result shown in Table 1.2 
is in determining quickly whether any solution exists under the given area budget – a requirement 
which may be a part of a more elaborate design space exploration. 
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List scheduling algorithm is a generalization of the  ASAP scheduling in absence of resource 
constraint. So, we run the algorithm with power budget as well along with a timing constraint 
equal to the length of critical path. Column-3, Column-5 of Table 1.3 demonstrates that the 
algorithm even fails to  generate a solution for few benchmarks within the  given power budget, 
irrespective of the order in which the nodes in the ready list are scheduled based on their duration 
values. This happens because the nodes in the ready list are always assigned in their ASAP time-
step with available duration and so the possibility of allocating other nodes within its mobility is 
further re- stricted. Thus, the algorithm fails to generate a solution within the given time and 
power budget. However, the branch and bound algorithm always ensures a solution for the same 
power and time budget. Column 7 of Table 1.3 reports the first solution found by B/B algorithm 
with the given power budget and the runtime to find that solution. The first solutions are the 
immediate power number of the  schedules satisfying the given constraint, and the generated first 
solution is always orders of magnitude faster compared to the time re- quired by the same B/B 
algorithm when run in an environment with no user constraint. The power budgets were chosen 
between two crude estimates. A crude lower bound was obtained by considering the power of the 
critical path operators added with the  lowest power option for all non-critical nodes. A crude 
upper  bound was obtained  by using  the  power of the  first  schedule (that is, the ASAP 
schedule). The results show a remarkable difference with the run-times shown in Table 1.4 for 
finding the entire pareto-optimal front. However, the simple Branch and Bound always provides 
optimal schedules for different benchmarks. 
 
Table 1.4 shows the experimental results for running our algorithm with an inherent latency 
bound and without any user constraints on the benchmarks in [13]. Column-2 shows the number  
of nodes in the  operator  precedence DFG. Column-3, Column-4 and Column-5 report the  non-
dominated  solutions obtained using the Single-Vdd, Multi-Vdd and DVS approaches respec- 
tively. Additionally in Column-4 and Column-5, we report the run-times to compute the entire 
pareto-optimal set of solutions. The results presented in Table 1.4 demonstrate several interesting 
aspects of the methodology and our algorithm. Firstly we observe that the pareto-optimal front of 
DVS dominates the pareto-optimal front of the Multi-Vdd approach. Previous researchers il- 
lustrated cases where a DVS  solution dominated  a Multi-Vdd solution [5], but our results take it 
further to show that almost every pareto-optimal solution of Multi-Vdd is dominated by a DVS 
solution. Figure 1.3, Figure 1.9 shows the Multi-Vdd and DVS pareto-optimal fronts for the EWF 
and DCT benchmarks graphically. 
 
The run-times of our algorithm demonstrate that for the scale of the problem at hand, pure 
branch-and-bound works well within feasible limits of time. We  also executed  the  algorithm  to  
obtain  DVS  schedules  under  different power budgets. 
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Fig. 1.3 Pareto-Optimal (area, power) frontier using Multi-Vdd and DVS for EWF 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.4 Pareto-Optimal (area, power) frontier using Multi-Vdd and DVS for DCT benchmark 
circuit 
 
Figure 1.5 shows the change in maximum as well as minimum area values when the circuits are 
run with different allowable slack, expressed in terms of number of additional control steps(k). It 
is observed that the rate of decrease in minimum area values (number of resources of each type 
used) generated during the pareto-solution frontier is more compared the maximum area values 
lying in the pareto-optimal solution frontier as the allowable slack increases. Here, k = 0 denotes 
strict timing constraint i.e., when the timing bound for a schedule is equal to the length of the 
critical path. Thus, the relaxed timing constraint generates schedules with lower minimum area 
requirements. 
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Fig. 1.5 Variation of Maximum Area and Minimum Area values with increase in slack for 
different benchmarks 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.6  Variation of Maximum Power and Minimum Power values with increase in slack for 
different benchmarks 
 
Figure 1.6 shows the change in maximum as well as minimum power values when the circuits are 
run with different allowable slack, expressed in terms of number of additional control steps(k). It 
is observed that the rate of decrease in maximum power value  (considering  dynamic power,  
leakage power and switching power) generated during the pareto-solution frontier construction is 
more compared to the minimum power value lying in the pareto-optimal solution frontier as the 
allowable slack increases. Thus, the increase in slack reduces the  power of the  DFG benchmarks  
by considerable amount.  This happens because the allowable slack increases the mobility for an 
operator, and thus it can be bind to functional units consuming lower voltage and hence lower 
power. 
 
9. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper shows that with existing computational resources, a simple branch-and-bound 
technique is able to compute, within feasible limits of time, the entire pareto-optimal set of 
schedules for the operator scheduling problem with DVS-enabled resources. It is also shown that 
the same algorithm can be used to quickly evaluate whether a schedule exists under a given 
power budget and area budget. The branch-and-bound formulation is generic and hence allows us 
to evaluate and compare operator schedules under different low power techniques, such as Multi-
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Vdd and FGDVS, by simply changing the cost function.  A comparative study is also presented 
between the B/B and list-based technique for different DFG benchmarks under different area and 
power budgets. The cost function for modeling power in FGDVS architecture considers the 
dynamic, leakage and Vdd-switching power. The use of relaxed timing constraint also decreases 
the power consumption of a schedule. Further, applying the techniques proposed in this paper in 
the context of CD- FGs with fine grained DVS enabled resources under different user constraints 
remains an interesting research direction. 
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